REMIX YOUR WEEKEND AT THE GRAND THIS LONG WEEKEND
Ho Tram, 19 April 2017: Is life getting just a little too normal? All a little mundane? Same
old songs on the rotation? For one night only, The Grand Ho Tram Strip is set to give that all
a Remix with its exclusive musical event on 29 April.
The Grand Remix takes audiences on a fantastic journey of EDM music with the presence of
famous artists from The Remix. Bao Anh – a sexy singer who is at The Remix season 1 will no
doubt make the atmosphere here higher and higher. After taking the first step with
electronic music by the very first EDM product recently, Bao Anh is expected to fire The
Grand Remix stage. Audiences’ excitement will never end with a series of talented DJs from
The Remix – Thien Hi’, King Lady and Vitamin D. The Grand Remix events will take audiences
on a fantastic journey through the catalogues of some of their favorite singers. Commencing
with singer Bao Anh, who will take her signature tune “Trai tim em cung biet dau” and giving
the famed ballad the full Remix treatment for Ho Tram's guests at the exclusive show.
In an event set to blow the roof off of ROXY Night Club, concert-goers will see Windy team
up violin performance artist Huy Dat, and DJ Thien Hi’ in a set unlike any that they have
performed before.
“We can’t wait to see the looks on the faces of our guests when Bao Anh starts a set that all
seems so familiar, and then all of a sudden seems so new, as his own personal Remix kicks
in,” said Michael Kelly - Executive Chairman of The Grand Ho Tram Strip. “We have set
ourselves a goal for 2017 at The Grand – we will be the event and entertainment capital of
the nation. Concerts, sporting events, you name it, we will have it…and that all starts at the
end of the month with the beginning of our Remix series.”
"This is an exciting and elaborate event. A grand evening befitting of The Grand - a large,
modern, breathtaking five star resort. I have just released a new EDM recording, and am
focused on showing a new Bao Anh to the world in 2017. With the backing of talented DJs
like King Lady, Vitamin D, and Thie Hi, The Grand Remix is set to be an evening unlike any
other that I have played before," said Bao Anh.
In addition to the performance, The Grand will be holding a variety of events and activities
around the venue, with photo frames and selfie-spots all around the resort.
A variety of packages for The Grand Remix are available, starting at 5,000,000 VND for 4-6
people for Deluxe class, The Grand also offers 10-15 – people-package of 10,000,000 VND
for VIP class and 20,000,000 VND for VVIP class. Packages include 2 - 4 bottles of
Champagne, one superior dessert and one special dish of fruit. Call 0941 777 003 or visit
webpage at www.TheGrandHoTram.com to book your weekend.

The Grand Ho Tram Strip is the first of a group of integrated resorts and residential
developments in Ho Tram, Vietnam. The Grand Ho Tram Strip offers a huge array of
entertaining activities for everyone including shopping, Sports Bar, The Grand Central Park,
Putt-Putt miniature golf, 2D & 3D cinema, game center, kids’ corner, karaoke rooms, and
beach-front Khói BBQ. The Grand recently opened the Dragon Waterslide so guests can
make a splash when they enter its pools.
Developed by the Ho Tram Project Company, The Grand Ho Tram Strip is the largest foreign
invested tourism development ever undertaken in Vietnam, with over US$1.1 billion in
deployed and committed capital to date.
-EndsAbout The Grand Ho Tram Strip
Just a two hour drive from nation’s economic hub, Ho Chi Minh City, The Grand Ho Tram
Strip is the first of a group of integrated resorts and residential developments located on
more than 400 acres of land along 2.2 kilometers of pristine beach in Ho Tram, Vietnam.
The resort opened its doors in July 2013 and includes a 541 room five-star hotel, a worldclass entertainment facility, ten food and beverage venues, high-tech meeting spaces
including a 1,800 person capacity Grand Ballroom, Putt-Putt miniature golf, 3D cinema,
game center, karaoke rooms, an exclusive VIP area and a variety of beach-front recreation
activities.
The Grand Ho Tram Strip has taken out a slew of awards in its early years of operation.
These include Luxury Hotel and Spa of the Year by Luxury Travel Guide Awards, UK; and Best
Luxury Hotel Vietnam 2015 by Business Destination UK; World Luxury Hotel Award 2015;
Luxury Coastal Resort and Luxury Casino Hotel Asia by World Luxury Hotel Award; Vietnam’s
Best Golf Hotel 2015 by World Golf Awards.
Its adjacent golf course – The Bluffs Ho Tram Strip - was designed by Greg Norman and
opened in 2014, and has gone on to win countless awards, including becoming the first
course in Vietnam to ever make Golf Digest’s Top 100 list for courses around the world.
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